This is the story of Percy Jackson, a young man who finds out he is the son of gods and has newly discovered powers he can't control. With monsters on his trail, he is on a mission to find Zeus' lightning bolt to prevent a war between the Greek gods.

In this action-packed musical adventure, 7 actors portray 47 characters. With a Drama Desk-nominated book and direction by the Be More Chill team of Joe Tracz and Stephen Brackett, the production features an exciting original rock score by Broadway newcomer Rob Rokicki.

THE LIGHTNING THIEF: THE PERCY JACKSON MUSICAL has enjoyed a successful off-Broadway run and North American tour. With “one foot in Harry Potter and another in Dear Evan Hansen” (Chicago Tribune), this “winning adaptation” (Hollywood Reporter) of the best-selling novel by Rick Riordan is “electrifying!” (Newsday)

“A BLAST—AND THAT'S NO MYTH! IT HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY!”

--Boston Globe
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